BoomBox: An Automated Behavioural Response (ABR) camera trap module for wildlife playback experiments
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Abstract

1. Camera traps (CTs) are a valuable tool in ecological research, amassing large quantities of information on the behaviour of diverse wildlife communities. CTs are predominantly used as passive data loggers to gather observational data for correlational analyses. Integrating CTs into experimental studies, however, can enable rigorous testing of key hypotheses in animal behaviour and conservation biology that are otherwise difficult or impossible to evaluate.

2. We developed the 'BoomBox', an open-source Arduino-compatible board that attaches to commercially available CTs to form an Automated Behavioural Response (ABR) system. The modular unit connects directly to the CT's passive infrared (PIR) motion sensor, playing audio files over external speakers when the sensor is triggered. This creates a remote playback system that captures animal responses to specific cues, combining the benefits of camera trapping (e.g. continuous monitoring in remote locations, lack of human observers, large data volume) with the power of experimental manipulations (e.g. controlled perturbations for strong mechanistic inference).

3. Our system builds on previous ABR designs to provide a cheap (~100USD) and customizable field tool. We provide a practical guide detailing how to build and operate the BoomBox ABR system with suggestions for potential experimental designs that address a variety of questions in wildlife ecology. As proof-of-concept, we successfully field tested the BoomBox in two distinct field settings to study species interactions (predator–prey and predator–predator) and wildlife responses to conservation interventions.

4. This new tool allows researchers to conduct a unique suite of manipulative experiments on free-living species in complex environments, enhancing the ability to identify mechanistic drivers of species' behaviours and interactions in natural systems.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Understanding how species interactions influence wildlife coexistence, space use and population dynamics is fundamental to behavioural, population and community ecology (Lima & Dill, 1990, Pringle et al., 2019; Werner & Peacor, 2003). Examining the ways these relationships change in response to anthropogenic pressures underlies numerous related questions in conservation biology (Gaynor et al., 2018; Suraci et al., 2019; Wilson et al., 2020). Yet, rigorously studying animal behaviour and species interactions in free-ranging wildlife populations can be prohibitively difficult, particularly if the environment is complex and hard for observers to navigate or if the focal species are small, rare, nocturnal, cryptic or sensitive to human presence (Brown et al., 2013; Hughey et al., 2018; Wearn & Glover-Kapfer, 2017).

Camera traps (CTs; also called trail cameras or remote cameras) are valuable tools in ecology and conservation, providing a non-invasive automated means of monitoring wildlife populations (Burton et al., 2015; O’Connell et al., 2010). These devices collect images or videos when triggered by the heat and/or motion of passing animals (Wearn & Glover-Kapfer, 2017) and operate continuously to gather data on diverse wildlife communities while minimizing potentially disruptive effects of direct human observation (Burton et al., 2015; Caravaggi et al., 2020). To date, CTs have been used overwhelmingly in a strictly observational context, providing valuable correlational inferences but not experimentally testing mechanisms that underlie species interactions and behavioural decisions (Caravaggi et al., 2020; Smith et al., 2020). Indeed, despite the crucial role of manipulations for mechanistic inference in ecology, experimental field studies have been a steadily shrinking fraction of the literature over the last 30 years (Anderson et al., 2021).

Playback experiments, performed by exposing focal animal(s) to a sensory (typically audio) cue and monitoring animals’ subsequent response, are a powerful approach for investigating drivers of wildlife behaviour (Atkins et al., 2019; Falls, 1992; Suraci et al., 2019). This method has been used on a wide variety of taxa to study responses to potential predators (Hettena et al., 2014), competitors (Deecke, 2006; Suraci et al., 2016; Webster et al., 2012), mates (McComb et al., 1993; Pefferle et al., 2008) and anthropogenic disturbance (Francis & Barber, 2013; McComb et al., 2014). A key drawback to playback experiments, however, is the necessity of having a human experimenter present. This can disrupt natural behaviours (Brown et al., 2013; Falls, 1992) and limit the types of animals that can be studied (Suraci et al., 2017). Logistical difficulties in amassing sufficient sample sizes for rare, cryptic animals have meant that such experiments are rarely used to study elusive or endangered species (Suraci et al., 2017; Suratissa, 2021).

Recently, an experimental design combining these two methods has been developed that provides the ability to directly manipulate and evaluate the behavioural responses of free-ranging animals (Suraci et al., 2017). The Automated Behavioural Response (ABR) system automatically deploys an audio cue when triggered by a remote CT, which then captures the animal’s response to the stimulus. This approach combines the benefits of camera trapping with the power of experimental manipulations to provide data critical for establishing causal mechanisms. The ABR design can capture responses of multiple focal species to a set of cues and generate sufficient sample sizes to evaluate ecological hypotheses that would be untestable using standard methods (Suraci et al., 2017). This approach has been used to understand wildlife responses to anthropogenic disturbance (Smith et al., 2017) and explore species interactions (Epperly et al., 2021), with the potential for widespread application such as addressing questions of animal intelligence, interguild and intraguild interactions, and human–wildlife conflict (see Practical Guide for further discussion).

To facilitate such experiments, we present the ‘BoomBox’: a modular attachment for off-the-shelf CTs that allows the user to conduct novel ABR experiments using readily accessible CT technology. The BoomBox integrates the ABR directly with the camera’s own passive infrared (PIR) sensor, creating a single trigger source that synchronizes audio cue and response recording. Variables including delay and duration of the cue can be programmed using freely available Arduino software, while volume, playlists and other settings can be adjusted dynamically in the field. We build upon previous designs to create open-source hardware built with low-cost commercially available components to maximize accessibility and minimize price (~100USD per unit). With their small size, modularity, durability and power efficiency, these devices are easy to transport and set up in the field and can operate continuously for months at a time. The BoomBox can easily be modified with additional sensors (e.g. motion, range, external PIR) to address a wide range of research questions. Code and hardware designs to tailor performance of the device to address project-specific issues (e.g. collecting additional metadata, broadcasting different cues day vs. night) are being curated as part of an active online support network (see ‘Data Availability Statement’).

Here, we provide a technical description of the device along with a supporting Practical Guide for constructing and deploying the BoomBox ABR. To demonstrate its potential to conduct experiments on a variety of species under a range of environmental conditions, we describe the successful deployment of the BoomBox in two distinct habitat types (open and wooded savannas) to study the responses of large herbivores (30–1,825 kg), mesocarnivores (6–20 kg), and primates (10–35 kg) to competitor and predator cues. We evaluate the quality of the resultant data and provide suggestions for maximizing BoomBox ABR performance under different scenarios.

2 | DESIGN AND ASSEMBLY

2.1 | Hardware

The BoomBox module contains a custom-built Arduino-based circuit board encased within protective weather-proof plastic housing (Figure 1; Table 1). The BoomBox attaches to the CT mainboard, interfacing with the CT’s own PIR sensor. Incoming PIR sensor signals wake
up the camera to take pictures or video when motion is detected; connecting to this signal means that the playback is triggered directly by the CT itself (Video S1). The BoomBox can wake up within fractions of a millisecond and produce audio cues within ~3 milliseconds of being triggered. As commercial CTs tend to use identical or highly similar PIR processing chips, the BoomBox can be connected to most commonly used models. In the Supporting Information, we detail instructions for attaching the BoomBox to Bushnell (TrophyCam, Core Low Glow), Spypoint (Force-Dark), Browning (Strike Force Pro) and Reconyx (Hyperfire) CTs (Videos S2–S5).

Attached to the BoomBox are speakers that can be positioned at varying distances from the CT depending on the length of speaker wires
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used (Figure 1). The BoomBox circuit board incorporates an YX6100 MP3 integrated circuit binary decoder. The output of the MP3 decoder travels to a stereo amplifier that generates a maximum of 3W to each speaker channel, which represents a balance between loudness and the amount of power that can be supplied by 3 AA batteries. Circuit board designs and block diagrams are provided in the Supporting Information.

The MP3 decoder interfaces with a 16-MB memory chip (similar to a microSD) that can be pre-programmed with audio playlists and easily exchanged in the field. The number of audio files the chip can hold depends on their length and quality, but on average, 15 min of MP3 audio is supported. Each time the BoomBox is triggered, a single audio file is played; through subsequent trigger events, MP3s in the playlist are cycled through sequentially or randomly. The decibel level of the playback can be manually adjusted using a tuning dial on the circuit board (Figure 1).

A battery pack (3 AA) is encased within the plastic housing. To extend field longevity, we optimized the system to use minimal power when the camera is not being triggered. The BoomBox consumes 0.8 mA in sleep mode, 38 mA when idle, and up to 1 A when active. Depending on the frequency of triggers, batteries last 1.5–3.5 months (see 3. Field Testing).

The CT can be programmed to video-record animal responses to playbacks according to the manufacturer directions. Depending on the make and model, video length can be set between 10 and 120 s. If other CT brands are used, we advise users to ensure that the specific model captures audio as part of video recording to verify that the ABR was successfully triggered. Users can define ‘idle’ or ‘quiet’ periods on most CTs such that repeated triggers within a short amount of time do not trigger repeated captures (e.g. to prevent collecting data on individual(s) remaining in front of the CT for extended periods). This same idle period can be defined in the BoomBox (see below) such that audio is only produced when the CT is set to record.

2.2 | Software

The BoomBox is programmed using Arduino IDE (Integrated Development Environment), an open-source software development platform (v.1.8.13; https://www.arduino.cc/en/software/). We created custom libraries and sketches (programs), available at https://github.com/freaklabs/BoomBox. The main sketch keeps the system asleep until triggered by the PIR sensor, upon which the system wakes up, plays an MP3 and returns to sleep. Here, users define parameters, including the number of audio files on each memory chip, video length, and idle period between trigger events, and choose to use random or sequential playlists. Users also set the latency between when the PIR sensor is triggered and the audio cue is played (either instantly or allowing baseline animal activity to be captured before cue exposure). The test sketch ensures that the hardware is working and the device has been assembled correctly. Information on uploading sketches and troubleshooting code can be found in the Practical Guide.

2.3 | Cost

We relied on inexpensive, commonly available electronic components. For example, we used a low-cost MP3 decoder designed for interactive toys and a stereo audio amplifier made for Bluetooth speakers. This reduces the cost of the overall module while ensuring that the necessary components are widely accessible (Table 1b).

### 3 | FIELD TESTING

#### 3.1 | Test locations

We tested the BoomBox in two field settings, Grumeti Game Reserve in Tanzania (open savanna) and Gorongosa National Park in Mozambique (woodland savanna). These deployments aimed to
examine behavioural responses of large mammalian herbivores, mesocarnivores, and primates to extant and reintroduced predators. BoomBoxes were active from August to October 2019 and June to August 2021 in Grumeti and Gorongosa, respectively. Full site and project descriptions can be found in the Supporting Methods.

### 3.2 Setup

We used Bushnell Trophy Cams (HD Aggressor Model 119877B), attached to trees or posts at a height of 0.5–1.0 m facing open areas or animal trails (Figure 1c). The BoomBox module was secured at the base of the supporting structure. Speakers were positioned near the CT to direct animal attention to the camera for behavioural response recording. Ten-second audio cues of predator or bird (control) vocalizations were programmed to play immediately when triggered (0s delay). Playbacks were field adjusted to broadcast at a consistent peak sound pressure level of 80 dB at 1 m as measured by the Arduino Science Journal iPhone application and cycled sequentially through a pre-randomized playlist after each trigger event. Videos were 30 s long with a 1-min idle period. See Supporting Methods for full methodology.

### 3.3 Success metrics

Following Suraci et al. (2017), we calculated (a) proportion triggered—proportion of video recordings where the audio triggered as programmed (i.e. with correct delays); (b) proportion observable—proportion of successful triggers where animal responses are discernible and (c) overall success rate—proportion of trials where the playback was successful and behavioural data could be collected.

We recorded any issues that arose during field deployment, including scenarios that resulted in playback or camera failure.

### 4 RESULTS

We recorded thousands of ABR videos of focal species (Table S1; Videos S6–S11). Across both sites, we gathered an average of 24.6 ‘successful’ captures/ABR/week (range: 0–97.3 captures/ABR/week). Footage was obtained of 41 species (33 in Grumeti, 25 in Gorongosa), representing 76% and 81%, respectively, of terrestrial mammals >2 kg that occur at each site (Figure 2; Table S1). Only the smallest and rarest species in each system were not captured during our sampling periods.

In 80.3% and 91.7% of cases for Grumeti and Gorongosa, respectively, audio was triggered as programmed. Failures resulted entirely from human error, specifically, mismatch between the length of ‘idle period’ programmed into the CT versus the BoomBox. Behavioural responses were observable in 87.3% (Grumeti) and 95.2% (Gorongosa) of the successful trials. Undiscernible cases included far-off nighttime captures where only eyeshine was visible or situations where animals were so close to the camera that only small portions of their bodies were observable. Overall success rate was therefore 70.1% and 87.3% for each site, respectively, with the caveat that the number of usable trials could be improved by first deploying a ‘pilot period’ to optimize device settings (Section 4.1).

### 4.1 Lessons learned

We recommend using the first week of each deployment to adjust PIR sensitivity, video quality and length, and sound settings to maximize
longevity without sacrificing data quantity or quality. At both test locations, lower sensitivity and longer delays between triggers prevented SD cards from filling up on misfires (e.g. moving vegetation) and repeated triggers of the same animal(s). These settings may also help reduce animal habituation to audio cues. The lowest video quality (640 × 360 pixels/frame) was sufficient to quantify behavioural responses of greatest interest to most ecologists (e.g. flight, inspection, vigilance, bunching). In >85% of cases, these responses could be captured in ≤30 s. After optimization, the BoomBox ABR could perform >300 trials (~4 weeks) before requiring new batteries. The devices proved robust to dirt, heavy rains, insect infestation and high temperatures (27–32°C). For suggestions on experimental design and deployment strategies, see Practical Guide.

5 | DISCUSSION

ABRs enable robust inferences about free-ranging animals’ responses to stimuli that simulate ecologically meaningful phenomena, such as the presence of potential predators. Overall, the BoomBoxes generated sufficient sample sizes (in many cases, >100 trials/treatment for focal species; Table S1) for powerful statistical hypothesis testing. In addition, they enabled the study of rare and cryptic species (e.g. African wild dog Lycaon pictus, aardvark Orycteropus afer; Videos S12 and S13). Features including cue playlists, sound levels, delay between trigger event and cue production, and cue length can be manually adjusted and adapted with software, creating the flexibility to tailor and reuse the unit for a variety of experimental designs. The device’s low cost (Table 1) makes this method accessible to students, researchers and conservationists with modest budgets.

BoomBoxes operated with high success across habitat types, surviving a gauntlet of rugged field conditions. With CT usage increasing in ecosystems worldwide (Burton et al., 2015), our findings suggest that the BoomBox could be deployed widely to study terrestrial vertebrate species. While other remote playback recording devices exist that are triggered by animal-borne devices or cues generated by specific taxa (e.g. triggered by RFID detectors: Lendvai et al., 2015; Rafiq et al., 2021, VHF transmitters: Gottwald et al., 2021, ultrasonic bat calls: Gottwald et al., 2021)—which represent key advantages under specific circumstances—another significant benefit of CT-playback integration is that multiple individuals and species can be studied during a single deployment without needing to invisibly capture and tag animals. We note, however, that the same limitations that exist for CTs exist for the BoomBox (e.g. animals that are larger or warm blooded are more likely to trigger the camera) given that the CT PIR sensor is used to trigger both devices. Similarly, as with any playback experiment, animals may become habituated to repeated cue exposure and, as such, we recommend keeping experiment duration short. For instance, we did not notice herbivore habituation over a period of 2 months, but future studies may wish to quantify habituation effects to pinpoint optimal experiment duration.

There are numerous questions in ecology and conservation biology that can be tested with ABRs, such as how animals respond to conspecifics, novel stimuli or human activity (see Practical Guide for in-depth discussion of potential questions and experimental scenarios). BoomBoxes can be deployed at areas of special interest, such as at waterholes or carcasses, to understand interactions at important resources. They can also be paired with other methods, such as CT surveys, weather stations or biologgers, to contextualize how the environment or individual condition modulates behavioural decision-making. For some purposes, these devices could be baited or otherwise positioned to maximize detection (Suraci et al., 2017).

5.1 | Future developments

We aim to continuously improve the BoomBox based on user needs and feedback. To enhance basic functionality, we are currently updating the hardware, with a larger enclosure, more batteries, a realtime clock, and microSD cards, and the software, to enable longer device life and collection of additional metadata. Special user-requested modifications are also under development, including separate daytime/nighttime playlists and wireless speakers that can be placed within the environment to produce directional cues. We are performing pilot studies to expand the number of commercial CTs compatible with the BoomBox and to enable the circuit board to connect to a wider variety of sensors and peripheral devices (e.g. temperature, humidity, audio). These updates will expand the functionality of the BoomBox to suit a wider range of research needs. A larger goal of the BoomBox project is to create a platform that will cause a CT capture to trigger additional events beyond audio playback, such as collecting environmental data, starting a lighting pattern or actuating a device like a valve or a motor. For example, ‘BoomBox Disco’ generates loud noises and flashing lights when elephants and bushpigs are detected to scare them away from community crops (piloted in Odzala-Kokoua Park, Congo). We hope that by releasing our design open source, we will stimulate other modifications of this device to suit a wide variety of purposes.
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